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nced gene silencing activity of
spherical 20-fluoroarabinose nucleic acids (FANA-
SNAs)†

Hassan H. Fakih, Adam Katolik, Elise Malek-Adamian, Johans J. Fakhoury,
Sepideh Kaviani, Masad J. Damha* and Hanadi F. Sleiman *

Drug delivery vectors for nucleic acid therapeutics (NATs) face significant barriers for translation into the

clinic. Spherical nucleic acids (SNAs) – nanoparticles with an exterior shell made up of DNA strands and

a hydrophobic interior – have recently shown great potential as vehicles to improve the biodistribution

and efficacy of NATs. To date, SNA design has not taken advantage of the powerful chemical

modifications available to NATs. Here, we modify SNAs with 20-deoxy-20-fluoro-D-arabinonucleic acid

(FANA-SNA), and show increased stability, enhanced gene silencing potency and unaided uptake

(gymnosis) as compared to free FANA. By varying the spacer region between the nucleic acid strand and

the attached hydrophobic polymer, we show that a cleavable DNA based spacer is essential for

maximum activity. This design feature will be important when implementing functionalized nucleic acids

into nanostructures for gene silencing. The modularity of the FANA-SNA was demonstrated by silencing

two different targets. Transfection-free delivery was superior for the modified SNA compared to the free

FANA oligonucleotide.
Introduction

Nucleic acid therapeutics (NATs), such as small interfering RNA
(siRNA) and antisense oligonucleotides (ASOs) offer unique
potential as therapeutics, because they can selectively and effi-
ciently silence genes involved in disease.1–3 An essential strategy for
translating NATs to the clinic has been the chemical modication
of their natural DNAor RNA backbone. This improves their stability
in biological media and augments their therapeutic efficacy.4,5 One
salient sugar-modied DNA analogue is 20-deoxy-20-uoro-b-D-ara-
binonucleic acid (FANA), which is compatible with both ASO and
siRNA modalities.4–9 The FANA modication increases hydrolytic
and nuclease stability,10 and decreases immune side-effects and
toxicity.5,9–11 Importantly, it increases both binding affinity to the
target mRNA and recruitment of RNase-H for its destruction,
thereby improving the silencing mechanism.4–6,8–11 In addition,
carrier-free cellular internalization (gymnosis) of FANA oligonu-
cleotides permits the sequence-specic silencing of multiple
targets in many cell types, both at the protein and mRNA level, at
concentrations in the low micromolar range.11–15

While chemicalmodications of nucleic acid therapeutics have
radically improved their stability and activity, there are still critical
issues that need to be addressed, including biodistribution,
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pharmacokinetics and extra-hepatic delivery.1–3,16,17 NATs are
rapidly cleared by the kidneys and those le in circulation accu-
mulate in the liver.4,18 While this is useful for hepatic diseases,
other diseases require biodistribution to critical organs such as
brain, muscle, heart, tumour, etc. all of which still present signif-
icant challenges for nucleic acid therapies.

Nano-sized drug delivery systems have emerged as prom-
ising technologies to guide NATs to targets beyond the
liver.4,18–21 Nanoparticles such as liposomes, gold nanoparticles,
viral delivery systems and polymers16,22–24 can encapsulate
various drugs including combination therapies, and incorpo-
rate targeting ligands that allow them to specically bind to
disease cells.16,22,23 Spherical nucleic acids (SNAs) are promising
nanocarriers for nucleic acid therapeutics.21,25 They consist of
a nanoparticle core, which can be liposomal, metallic, or poly-
meric, and a dense nucleic acid corona. This 3D structure has
unique biological and physiological properties. SNAs have
higher affinity to their nucleic acid target, are less susceptible to
nucleases, can be taken up by many cell lines, and are less toxic
and immunogenic.21,25 In some cases, they have favourable
biodistribution beyond the liver in vivo (brain, skin, etc.).21,26,27

One of our laboratories has developed a new class of
spherical nucleic acids assembled from monodisperse,
sequence-controlled polymers. They are created by adapting
DNA solid-phase automated synthesis whereby monomer units
are attached in a sequence-controlled fashion to a growing
oligonucleotide chain28 via phosphoramidite chemistry. This
modular control allows the synthesis of amphiphilic
Chem. Sci., 2021, 12, 2993–3003 | 2993
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oligonucleotide polymers that self-assemble into a variety of
nanostructures such as bres and sheets,29 hydrophobic DNA
cubes,30–32 and SNAs.33–36 In particular, conjugating twelve units
of dodecane (punctuated with phosphates) to DNA or RNA gives
amphiphiles that spontaneously form monodisperse SNAs in
aqueous media, with a hydrophobic core and a nucleic acid
corona.34–36 These SNAs can encapsulate small molecule drugs
and are stable in biological media. They are readily taken up
into cells and have a favourable biodistribution prole in mouse
models.34–36 They also show higher activity (2–3-fold), requiring
less transfection agents compared to linear nucleic acids,33 and
they can be designed to release cargo in the presence of specic
biomolecules.36 Furthermore, these SNAs are assembled from
a single component in comparison to other nucleic acid based
structures such as origami,37 making them DNA-minimal and
favourable in terms of large-scale production and translation
into clinical applications.18,38 In comparison to other SNAs, our
sequence-controlled polymeric SNAs are made from biocom-
patible, biodegradable materials, can encapsulate small mole-
cule drugs and allow for near innite variation in polymer
chemistry and sequence in an automated fashion.39 This gives
them distinct advantages in biocompatibility and ease of
synthesis, as well as control of size, shape, and function.28

Despite these benets, our SNAs and most other SNAs re-
ported in literature lack chemical modications to the nucleic
acids beyond a simple phosphorothioate backbone.26,27,40–47 We
reasoned that combining SNAs with the powerful nucleic acid
chemical modications that have enabled clinical applications
Fig. 1 Design and assembly of FANA-SNA. Conjugating twelve dodecane
of an SNAwith low polydispersity and well-defined size and shape. The sp
n represents the number of nucleotides. PO and PS represent phosphod
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will provide NATs with improved biodistribution and gene
silencing activity. However, the design rules that ensure optimal
activity while maintaining the SNA morphology are not clear.

In this work, we prepared FANA spherical nucleic acids (FANA-
SNA) by covalently attaching a FANA-ASO to twelve [dodecanediol
phosphate] units (Fig. 1). The FANA-ASO consists of 5 nucleotide
(nt) FANA “wings” anking a 8 nt DNA “gap” in the middle of the
sequence. This architecture was shown to have low nanomolar
silencing activity.9 In aqueous media this construct spontaneously
assembles into a SNA micelle. We found that a cleavable spacer
between the FANA strand and the hydrophobic polymer modi-
cation is essential for reaching full activity of the SNA. Further-
more, carrier-free cellular internalization of FANA-SNAs resulted in
superior gene silencing activity relative to the free (unconjugated)
FANA-ASO. The modularity of our FANA-SNAs was demonstrated
by successfully silencing three different cellular targets. Thus, the
combination of ASO modication and a cleavable linker are
required for optimal activity. Combined with SNA's stability, low
polydispersity, ability to deliver small molecule drugs, improved
biodistribution and design simplicity, we anticipate that FANA-
SNAs will be powerful gene silencing tools with enhanced thera-
peutic potential.
Results and discussion
Antisense oligonucleotides (ASOs)

The table below shows all the strands and variations of ASO
used throughout the manuscript (Table 1). More information
diol units to FANA-ASO gapmer 18 nt in length results in the formation
acer region is modulated to optimize activity. N represents nucleotides,
iester and phosphorothioate backbone, respectively.

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Table 1 Variation of the ASO or SNA based on their base modification, target, spacer region and conjugation. FANA ¼ 20-fluoroarabino nucleic
acid with phosphothioate (PS) linkages. ASO ¼ antisense oligonucleotide with PS linkages against firefly luciferase. SNA ¼ strand with 12 units of
dodecanediol that assembles into spherical nucleic acid. PO-dN4/8 ¼ 4 or 8 nucleotide spacer with phosphate linkages (PO). PS-dN4/8 ¼ 4 or 8
nucleotide spacer with PS linkages. Survivin ¼ FANA antisense oligonucleotide with PS linkages against survivin. NegativeASO ¼ non-targeting
sequence with PS linkages. mmASO ¼ antisense oligonucleotide against firefly luciferase with 3 mismatches and PS linkages. APOB ¼ FANA
antisense oligonucleotide against APOB with PS linkages

Strand name Base modication Target Spacer Conjugate Symbol

FANA-ASO FANA Luciferase — —

FANA-SNA FANA Luciferase — (Dodecanediol) � 12

FANA-(PO-dN4)-ASO FANA Luciferase (PO-dN4) —

FANA-(PO-dN4)-SNA FANA Luciferase (PO-dN4) (Dodecanediol) � 12

FANA-(PS-dN4)-ASO FANA Luciferase (PS-dN4) —

FANA-(PS-dN4)-SNA FANA Luciferase (PS-dN4) (Dodecanediol) � 12

FANA-(PO-dN8)-ASO FANA Luciferase (PO-dN8) —

FANA-(PO-dN8)-SNA FANA Luciferase (PO-dN8) (Dodecanediol) � 12

FANA-(PS-dN8)-ASO FANA Luciferase (PS-dN8) —

FANA-(PS-dN8)-SNA FANA Luciferase (PS-dN8) (Dodecanediol) � 12

FANA-survivin-(PO-dN4)-ASO FANA Survivin (PO-dN4) —

FANA-survivin-(PO-dN4)-SNA FANA Survivin (PO-dN4) (Dodecanediol) � 12

PS-DNA-ASO — Luciferase — —
PS-survivin-ASO — Survivin — —
PO-DNA-negativeASO(18) — — — —
PS-DNA-mmASO — Mismatch to luciferase — —
FANA-(PO-dN4)-mmASO FANA Mismatch to luciferase (PO-dN4) —
FANA-(PO-dN4)-mmSNA FANA Mismatch to luciferase (PO-dN4) (Dodecanediol) � 12
FANA-DNA-NegativeASO FANA — — —
FANA-DNA-NegativeSNA FANA — — (Dodecanediol) � 12
PS-(PO-dN4)-DNA-SNA — Luciferase — (Dodecanediol) � 12
FANA-APOB-(PO-dN4)-ASO FANA APOB (PO-dN4) —
FANA-APOB-(PO-dN4)-SNA FANA APOB (PO-dN4) (Dodecanediol) � 12
Control — — — — No strand was used

Edge Article Chemical Science
on the sequences used can be found in theMethods section (ESI
Table 1†).
Synthesis and characterization of FANA-modied SNAs
(FANA-SNAs)

We rst veried that introducing a FANA-modied oligonu-
cleotide in the SNA does not affect the self-assembly. We
synthesized FANA-SNA with different spacer regions (no
spacer or PO-dN4 spacer) between the FANA portion and the
hydrophobic polymer, and we assembled the nanoparticles in
a magnesium containing buffer (1� TA).28 Characterization
was carried out using dynamic light scattering (DLS) and
atomic force microscopy (AFM) (Fig. 2). As seen in Fig. 2, the
ASO-conjugates form well-dened spherical structures with
a comparable size to previously characterized SNAs.48,49 The
addition of spacer led to a slight increase in size for the FANA-
(PO-dN4)-SNA. In both cases, the larger features observed by
AFM are attributed to dimers or small aggregates resulting
from the AFM conditions (dried sample on mica surface) and
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
the palindromic nature of part of the sequence. We veried by
agarose gel electrophoresis the monodisperse nature of the
assembly (ESI Fig. 7†).
Gene silencing activity of the SNAs

Aer conrming the formation of the nanoparticles, we tested
and compared the activity of FANA-SNA and FANA-ASO tar-
geting luciferase mRNA. The ASOs and SNAs were transfected
into luciferase expressing HeLa cells for 24 hours and assessed
for their gene-silencing activity (luciferase activity, Fig. 3A) and
cell-death/cytotoxicity (CellTiter-Blue assay, Fig. 3B). Results
show that even though the FANA-SNA is active, its activity is
signicantly lower than its free FANA-ASO counterpart.
However, when a 4 nt spacer with a phosphate backbone was
introduced (FANA-(PO-dN4)-SNA), the activity fully recovered;
in fact it was superior to the activity seen for free FANA-ASO.
None of the ASOs or the SNAs showed any signicant toxicity
to the cells, as the metabolic activity was equivalent across all
samples.
Chem. Sci., 2021, 12, 2993–3003 | 2995



Fig. 2 Dynamic light scattering and atomic force microscopy characterization of (A) FANA-SNA (no spacer) and (B) FANA-(PO-dN4)-SNA.

Fig. 3 Firefly luciferase knockdown activity comparison between various free FANA-ASO and FANA-SNA (see Table 1 for description of the
different strands). (A) Luciferase activity was measured after 24 h incubation and normalized to CellTiter-Blue and control (no ASO). (B) Fluo-
rescencemeasurement of CellTiter-Blue cytotoxicity results normalized to control (no ASO). Error bars represent SD of triplicate experiments for
each sample. ASO final concentration is 150 nM for all samples.
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Steric vs. stability of spacer

We reasoned that the superior activity FANA-SNAs with a (PO-dN4)
spacer was possibly due to (a) the separation of the ASO portion
from the hydrophobic core, thus increasing exibility and
reducing steric hindrance of the ASO strands, and/or (b) the
metabolically cleavable nature of the PO-DNA spacer, which
would release off the free ASO strand from the SNA (Fig. 4A). To
assess these scenarios, we synthesized four new conjugates: (i)
FANA-(PS-dN4)-SNA, where the phosphate linkages that connect
the dodecanediol units to the ASO are replaced by phosphor-
othioate (PS) linkages. Because of their superior resistance to
nucleases, PS linkages are expected to increase spacer stability
and signicantly slow down the release of the FANA from the SNA.
(ii) FANA-(PO-dN8)-SNA and FANA-(PS-dN8)-SNA, where the spacer
length is increased, allowing us to test the effect of increased
separation and decreased steric hindrance (Fig. 4B). The gene
2996 | Chem. Sci., 2021, 12, 2993–3003
silencing experiment showed that the PO-dN4/8 spacers are
superior (more activity seen) than the more stable PS-dN4/8

spacers (Fig. 4C). The longer spacers (PO or PS) were less active
than shorter ones, possibly due to increased off–target interac-
tions. (iii) Next, we tested a FANA-SNA containing a non-cleavable
hexaethylene glycol (HEG) spacer, which also showed lower
activity compared to FANA-(PO-dN4)-SNA (ESI Fig. 2†). These
results support the notion that the more metabolically cleavable
PO-DNA spacer is required for the increased activity of FANA-SNA.
Assessing the cellular uptake of SNAs with varying spacer
structure

To examine if the superior activity of the FANA-(PO-dN4)-SNAs
was due to enhanced cellular uptake relative to the FANA-(PS-
dN4)-SNAs, cellular uptake was assessed via ow cytometry in
3 different cell lines. The SNAs were modied with a Cy3 dye
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 4 (A) Assessing steric versus cleavability of SNAs. The improved activity of mod-(PO-dN4)-SNA could be due to having increased flexibility
away from the hydrophobic core, or due to its cleavability and release once in the cytoplasm. (B) The new designs with variable spacers. (C)
Luciferase activity was measured after 24 h incubation and normalized to CellTiter-Blue and control (no ASO). Error bars represent SD for triplets
of each sample. ASO final concentration is 150 nM (in strands) for all samples.
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on the interface between the ASO and conjugate to avoid any
inuence on uptake from the dye itself.

The data shown in Fig. 5 shows that both SNAs (cleavable
and non-cleavable spacer) have similar uptake in all 3 cell lines,
suggesting that the higher activity imparted by the (PO-dN4)
spacer likely results from the release of the ASO from the SNA
and endosomes, and not from increase in uptake. It is impor-
tant to note that the higher uptake signal seen for the free ASOs
is due to having an exposed Cy3 dye, which is known to cleave
over time and increase intracellular uorescence as studied in
our previous work.50,51 Additional data analysis and plots are
included in ESI (Fig. 3†).

Duration of effect

Next, we compared the activities of the various FANA-SNAs over
an extended period of time (Fig. 5). The results of the silencing
experiment show that FANA-(PO-dN4)-SNA remains the most
active, and that its activity increased over the 72 h period; in
contrast, the activity of FANA-(PS-dN4)-SNA plateaued at 48 h,
with no signicant change aer 72 h (Fig. 6).

FANA-SNA exhibits greater activity compared to free FANA-
ASO

We measured the activity of FANA-(PO-dN4)-SNA and FANA-(PO-
dN4)-ASO at 150, 100, 50 and 10 nM aer 24 hours of incubation
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
(Fig. 7). The free ASO showed the expected gradual loss of activity
as its concentration was decreased from 150 to 10 nM. The SNA
shows superior silencing activity over FANA-(PO-dN4)-ASO at
most of the concentrations tested (e.g., 50–100 nM; Fig. 7B).

Serum stability

FANA-SNAs were incubated in cell media containing fetal
bovine serum (10%) and collected aliquots at different time-
points were assessed on a denaturing polyacrylamide gel
(PAGE). As seen in Fig. 8, little degradation is observed for SNAs
with the PS-dN4 spacer over 48 hours. However, the SNA with
a PO-dN4 spacer undergoes more extensive cleavage (around
20%) relative to the SNA with a PS-dN4 spacer, consistent with
the notion that the PO linker releasing the ASO more readily.
This cleavage is expected to be more extensive intracellularly,
considering the acidity of the endosomal-lysosomal compart-
ments and the presence of additional nucleases in this envi-
ronment. No signicant differences were observed between the
FANA-SNAs and the corresponding free FANA demonstrating
the excellent nuclease stability of the FANA modication under
these conditions.

Testing against different mRNA targets

The SNAs' design is versatile and modular, as they can theo-
retically silence any target of interest by changing their
Chem. Sci., 2021, 12, 2993–3003 | 2997



Fig. 5 Flow cytometry experiment to assess the uptake of various samples in different cell lines. Cells were incubated at 0.5 mM final
concentration of sample (in strands) for 24 hours, followed by detachment and assessment. Samples weremade in duplicates. 10 000 cells count
was collected for all samples in HeLa and MCF-7 cells, and 1000 cells count was collected in MDA-453 cells. One duplicate is shown for
simplicity.

Fig. 6 Duration of effect: luciferase activity after 24, 48, or 72 h
incubation, and normalized to CellTiter-Blue and control (no ASO).
Error bars represent SD for triplets of each sample. ASO final
concentration is 150 nM strands for all samples.
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oligonucleotide sequence. To show this, we changed the
sequence to target survivin, an overexpressed oncogene in
numerous tumour cells responsible for cell proliferation and
2998 | Chem. Sci., 2021, 12, 2993–3003
inhibition of apoptosis, allowing them to build resistance to
therapy.41,52,53 If silenced, the cancer cells will stop proliferating,
which can be measured via their metabolic activity using the
CellTiter-Blue assay. We opted for the design with the PO-dN4

cleavable spacer that shows the highest activity. The results
show that the SNAs are indeed effective against an endogenous
target (Fig. 9A). In fact, the SNA has signicantly higher activity
compared to the free ASO counterpart. Titration of various
concentrations was also performed, showing that the SNA
retains higher activity at decreasing concentrations (ESI Fig. 4†).

In order to provide evidence of gene knockdown at the RNA
level, we targeted the APOB gene in HepG2 cells.35 We quanti-
ed the relative silencing by measuring mRNA degradation with
RT-qPCR. The data (Fig. 9B) shows the successful decrease of
RNA level using FANA-APOB-(PO-dN4)-ASO/SNA to a greater
extent than the non-targeting controls (we used themismatched
FANA-(PO-dN4)-ASO/SNA of the luciferase target).

Hence the SNAs display modularity by showing effective
silencing against two other targets, both at the protein and RNA
level.
SNA improves transfection-free delivery (gymnosis)

FANA ASOs are known to penetrate cells without transfection
(gymnosis).11–15 Furthermore, we have previously shown that
DNA-SNAs are taken up by cells to a greater extent than free DNA
in absence of transfection agents, and that they are able to
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 7 (A) Relative gene silencing activity of SNAs and free ASOs at 150 nM (in strands). (B) Firefly luciferase knockdown assay for a titration of
different concentrations of FANA-(PO-dN4)-SNA compared to FANA-(PO-dN4)-ASO, where at 50 nM (in strands) the SNA performs better.
Luciferase activity was measured after 24 h incubation and normalized to CellTiter-Blue and control (no ASO). Error bars represent SD for triplets
of each sample. Concentrations tested are: 150, 100, 50 and 10 nM (in strands).

Fig. 8 Serum stability of cleavable vs. non-cleavable SNAs over time. Aliquots at different timepoints were treated with Proteinase K and loaded
on a (A) 20% denaturing polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (PAGE). Arrows points to fragmentmoving similarly to the free ASO. (B) Plot of relative
band intensity for each sample over time. Each sample was normalized to the initial intensity at time 0 h.

Edge Article Chemical Science
efficiently deliver small molecule drugs in cells. However, our
previous ASO-SNAs did not show silencing activity without
transfection agents.49 We tested the ability of FANA-SNAs for
gymnotic silencing of luciferase mRNA in HeLa cells. In this
experiment (Fig. 10), the ASO and SNAs were incubated at 1 uM
(strand concentration) for 3 days, following a previously re-
ported protocol.12 Fig. 10 shows that gymnotic delivery of FANA-
(PO-dN4)-SNA and FANA-ASO downregulated luciferase expres-
sion compared to control untreated cells; however, silencing
was more signicant for the SNA. In contrast, a targeting PS-
DNA with no FANA modications and a mismatch control (PS-
DNA) did not produce silencing under similar conditions.

Discussion

To our knowledge, only one reported example has previously
shown incorporation of FANA modications into the corona
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
rather than the interior of a nanoparticle delivery system, which
was a poly (D,L-lactide-co-glycolide) particle.54 The inhibitory
effect of FANA ASOs is attributed to RNase H1 activation or
steric hindrance depending on the mRNA target site and ASO
design.9,11 The current work investigates for the rst time the
behaviour and silencing activity of a FANAmodied ASO as part
of a spherical nucleic acid (SNA) previously developed in our
group.28,49 This system arises from sequentially synthesizing an
ASO conjugated to twelve dodecanediol articial “nucleotide”
units in sequence-dened and automated manner. This allows
it to assemble into an exceptionally stable monodisperse
particle of tuneable properties (size, shape, functionality, bio-
distribution) for delivery.48,49,55 FANA has the benet of
increasing gene silencing efficacy, nuclease resistance and
reduced immune-stimulatory side-effects.4–9,11

We rst veried that such a modication did not impact the
assembly of the SNA (Fig. 2). We then showed that, while still
Chem. Sci., 2021, 12, 2993–3003 | 2999



Fig. 9 (A) CellTiter-Blue cytotoxicity assay comparison between free FANA-ASO and FANA-SNA targeting survivin mRNA. Metabolic activity was
measured after 24 h incubation and normalized to control (no ASO). ASO final concentration is 500 nM (of strands) for all samples (B) qRT-PCR
gene-silencing comparison between free FANA-ASO and FANA-SNA targeting APOBmRNA in HepG2 cells. Knockdown was measured by qRT-
PCR after 24 h incubation and normalized to control (no ASO) and to GAPDH as reference mRNA. Error bars represent SD for triplets of each
sample. ASO final concentration is 150 nM (of strands) for all samples. FANA-ASO/SNA targeting luciferase was used as a non-targeting control
here in both experiments as indicated.

Fig. 10 Gymnotic gene silencing of FANA-SNA, FANA and DNA ASO.
Luciferase activity of various samples at 72 h incubation, normalized to
CellTiter-Blue and control (no ASO). Error bars represent SD for triplets
of each sample. ASO final concentration is 1 mM (in strands) for all
samples.
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capable of gene silencing, the activity of the FANA-SNA particle
was signicantly reduced compared to free ASO (Fig. 3).
However, when a PO-DNA tetranucleotide spacer was intro-
duced between the ASO and the SNA (i.e., FANA-(PO-dN4)-SNA),
the activity fully recovered and, in fact, was superior to the
3000 | Chem. Sci., 2021, 12, 2993–3003
activity of the free FANA-ASO. The spacer design between the
oligonucleotide and the core is therefore crucial in many
aspects to the SNA's overall activity performance, as it can
modulate the crowding and loading capacity on its
surface.21,45,56,57 This work suggests that release of the ASO from
our SNA is another important factor. In support of this, we
observed greater silencing activity with FANA-SNAs containing
a PO-DNA spacer relative to a more stable PS-DNA (Fig. 3). By
changing the length (4- vs. 8-nucleotide) and the stability (PO vs.
PS) of the spacer, we showed that a less stable and shorter
phosphate linker is better than a longer spacer for activity
(Fig. 4). A hexaethylene glycol spacer was also detrimental for
our SNAs, similar to what is reported in literature.42,44,45,58

The increased activity for the SNA with PO spacer is not due
to increased uptake into cells, as both PO-dN4 and PS-dN4 have
similar uptake levels across three different cell lines (Fig. 5).
This indicates that the cleavability of the spacer plays a major
role aer the uptake of SNAs into cells. The activity of the FANA-
(PO-dN4)-SNA was consistent and improved up to 72 hours of
incubation with cells (Fig. 6).

The cleavability of siRNA conjugates has recently been
touched upon briey by Prakash et al.59 and Biscans et al.,60 in
an investigation of siRNA–hydrophobic conjugates extra-
hepatic delivery. They also noticed that a cleavable portion
between the ASO and the conjugate gave the most active
version, with no impact on biodistribution. Wada et al.61 have
also recently investigated the effect of linker stability in
a cholesterol–ASO conjugate, and found that the release of the
conjugate from the ASO was essential for enhanced activity. A
recent study by Wang et al.62 discusses that lipid conjugated
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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ASOs have higher uptake into cells than their unconjugated
counterpart, but they traffic through the same pathway of late
endosomes. However, they found that ASO-conjugates, in
comparison to free ASOs, tend to remain more associated with
plasma and endosomal membranes rather than getting diges-
ted by the endosomes themselves. This causes their increased
activity and release from endosomes to nd their target RNA.
This faster release from endosomes is critical to reach full
activity, and in the case of our SNA, we hypothesize that having
a metabolically cleavable spacer allows for the ASO to be cleaved
and released, while the hydrophobic dodecanediol-based core
may remain bound to the endosomal membrane and to
proteins.62 It is important to note that the SNA did not signi-
cantly shed its ASO corona up to the measured 48 hours of
incubation in serum containing cell culture (Fig. 8), suggesting
that the ASO on the SNA circulates as a nanoparticle and acts as
an ASO once cleaved and released in the cytosol.

Furthermore, the FANA-(PO-dN4)-SNA shows increased
activity at lower concentration compared to its free ASO coun-
terpart (Fig. 7). This is another advantage for using a nano-
particle, where the dose of the oligonucleotide drug can be
decreased without compromising its effect.62 The SNA is
modular in its design, and it can be adapted to target other
endogenous targets inside cells, such as survivin and APOB
(Fig. 9).

Oligonucleotides typically require targeting ligands or
transfection agents to aid their uptake into cells.12,21,38,63 Here,
we demonstrate that our FANA-SNAs exhibit more potent gym-
notic gene silencing relatively to the free FANA-ASO (Fig. 10). In
comparison to the previously reported gymnotic silencing with
FANA-ASOs, we obtained slightly better activity (70% silencing)
compared to 60% at 1 mM.12 We anticipate that changing the
chemistry of the sequence-controlled polymer in the SNA core
has the potential to further increase this activity.

In conclusion, we have demonstrated that carefully designed
FANA modied SNAs are highly efficient particles for gene
silencing. They combine the efficacy of modied oligonucleo-
tides with the enhanced stability and uptake of spherical
nucleic acids, and they show higher activity at lower concen-
trations, modularity in targeting different mRNAs, as well as
unaided uptake into cells. Additionally, taking advantage of the
hydrophobic core and FANA shell, surface modications such
as targeting ligands, and small encapsulated molecules that
enhance endosomal release could readily be implemented. We
envisage this system to see applications in delivery and therapy
of oligonucleotide therapeutics.
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